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WWF Webinar 

Hello and welcome to today’s webinar part of the WWF One Planet Leader series – Leading 

by Example – Nestle.  Thank you very much for joining us today.  Two Degrees is delighted 

to have Claus Conzelmann of Nestlé and Elise Magnenat of WWF with us.  

Now before we begin the actual presentation today I’d like to give a few technical 

instructions for this webinar.  If you have any problems with the technology or audio during 

the session please use the CHAT box on the right hand side to send a message to me.  So like 

choose from the dropdown menu, send your message and then I’ll get back you.  We 

encourage you to ask questions throughout the entire presentation and will hold the Q&A 

session at the end of the webinar.  To type in your question go into the Q&A box on the 

bottom right hand side of your screen and then press send.  If you’d like to connect through 

your phone use the CHAT box and contact me for the detail. 

Now with that out of the way I’m going to go ahead and hand it over to Elise.  Elise are you 

there? 

Yes I am here thank you Vanessa and hello everybody welcome to the One Planet Webinar.  

So my name is Elise Magnenat and I will be your host for today’s session.  I work for WWF 

and I am part of the One Planet Leaders Team.  We run training programmes for business on 

sustainability and leading change and this webinar series is one of the activities we organise 

with Two Degrees to offer free and ongoing learning of opportunities.   

So there will be, we have four different teams in our webinar series – Leading by Example, 

Leading in Changing Times, Leading together and Leading with a Heart and the theme of 

today’s leading by Example and we will discover how Nestlé has adopted the concept of 

shared value as a core part of their business.  Creating shared value is a recently is a 

relatively recent concept that seeks to go beyond corporate social responsibility.  The central 

idea behind creating shared value is that the success of the company and the wellbeing of the 

communities around it are mutually dependent It means that it is possible to create economic 

values in a way that also create value for societies by addressing its needs and challenges but 

what does it mean in practice and how can a large company like Nestlé embed the concept of 

shared value deep into its business and how can they how can it make a positive difference to 

the community where it operates? 

So to transfer all of these questions and probably many others that you will have we are 

really delighted to welcome Claus Conzelmann the Vice President, Head of Safety, Health 

and Environmental Sustainability at Nestlé.   

So Claus thank you so much for being with us today and before I give you the floor let me 

share information about yourself to the audience.   

Claus Conzelmann has been driving Nestlé’s performance in workplace health and safety 

since 2004, he’s a member of the World Economic Forum Project Board Sustainability for 

tomorrow’s consumers.  He joined Nestlé in 1991 and has various strategic and operational 

positions in Switzerland, Germany and Australia.  He also has a PhD in molecular biology 

from Manchester University and had worked previously in the agro-biotech sector and as a 

science journalist. 

So again Claus thank you so much for accepting our invitation and I will hand over to you 

now. 
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Well thank you very much for your kind words Elise and also Vanessa for giving us 
the opportunity here to share some of our activities.  I guess there is probably not a 
big need to introduce Nestlé in detail most of you will probably know that Nestlé is 
the world’s largest food and beverage company.  Just now a few key figures we have 
a very diverse product portfolio also geographically we are very diverse and 
manufacture our products in almost 500 factories in 83 countries.  We have about 
330,000 employees with a turnover of approximately US$90 million.  We also in fact 
celebrate our first 150 years of existence and one of our really core principles is 
managing for the long term, managing for the next 150 years, much as for the next 
quarter.  We never compromise the long term development of our business for short 
term and in fact in our Articles of Association which is in a way the company’s 
equivalent of country’s constitution and I quote we say ‘Nestlé shall in pursuing its 
business purpose pay for long term sustainable value creation’.  Nevertheless we 
also produce a solid profitability in the short term we have increased the profit margin 
and dividends for the past 50 years year after year.  We are amongst the top 50 
most valuable companies by market capitalisation and just recently I read a study 
where someone calculated that any shareholder who invested 10,000 Swiss Francs 
in the year I happened to be born which is 1959 would have earned 1.8 million Swiss 
Francs from dividends and share price increase today a nice return of 18,000% over 
those 53 years.  So if you consider saving up for your retirement buying some Nestlé 
shares may not be a bad idea. 

Now on our business model how are we doing that?  Let’s first talk a bit about the 
context and the first context part obviously is the consumer business and first and 
foremost all we do is focusing on the consumer and their needs. 

The first need in food obviously is taste.  An increase in the, also whether the food is 
healthy which sometimes is similar to squaring the circle because often taste is 
associated with fat, sugar and salt so we have to be deploying significant research 
and development efforts in more than 30 R&D Centres around the world to develop 
food that is both tastier and healthier. 

Beyond what’s in it for me as a consumer personally consumers increasingly are 
interested also in that where the food comes from, what are the working conditions 
for example in things like life support, child labour that’s where my purchase is and 
then as well how the food is made, what was the impact on the environment and on 
limited resources.   

In fact most consumers may say that these items are aspects that are important to 
them but they are not necessarily ready to pay more certainly not in the mainstream 
business.  So hence another squaring of the circle we have to make products that 
are not only tastier and healthier and more sustainable but we should do all of that at 
the same price and that’s why the importance of the supply chain optimised solution 
becomes ever more important in this kind of business.   

There are still lots of inefficiencies and the company’s role today is no longer just to 
buy raw materials and ingredients but also to help suppliers and especially the 
farmers to become more efficient and at the same time also more sustainable. 

However we are not only looking at today’s consumer I think an important part of any 
long term oriented company is also to prepare for the future never mind what the 
current consumer’s preferences might be and the context certainly also has evolved 
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here while even a few years ago the planet seemed to be limitless and I think it’s 
now clear to most of us that the future growth of population of affluence purchasing 
power which is obviously great and it’s great for businesses like ours at the same 
time our resources are overused or positively speaking not used efficiently enough in 
many parts of the world. 

So the food industry needs clear limits to for example to support the growth in our 
dairy business alone we would need we do need milk from an additional 100,000 
cows every year which we need to add on to our supply chain and as the largest 
user of agricultural raw materials we purchase almost about 1% of traded farm 
output we are certainly and have become acutely aware of theses constraints. 

Now our vision is to guide our activities through the notion that seven billion people 
eat well which obviously is expected to leap to nine billion people by 2050 and that 
within the limits of the planet and this vision obviously is inspired by the World 
Business Council for Sustainable Development of which we are a founding member. 

Let’s now focus on the two aspects of (unclear).  One obviously is planetary 
boundaries where on the one hand we’ve got availability of inputs fertile land and 
soil, clean water, eco system services we all depend on and on the other hand we 
also have to look at other outputs of our activities which creates increasing stress on 
those eco system services from which we benefit especially in the food industry 
because unlike some other business sectors almost all of our liquid material and raw 
materials and ingredients come from nature and so already today’s humanity uses 
more resources than would be sustainable most notably in those highlighted 
categories in the bio diversity laws (unclear) to capacity of the soil in those eco 
systems through fertilisers and farming activities mainly and also greenhouse gases 
and obviously according to other sources also fresh water we use is exceeding 
sustainable levels by approximately 10% already today which is expected to 
increase to about 40% within the next 20 years or so.  So please keep this context in 
mind I will revert a little later what that may mean for us as a company. 

The other aspect is society capacities and here despite a rapidly growing world 
population we actually are confronted with a capacity of farmers farming is not 
attractive enough in emerging countries in particular there is also the capacity of 
good for example cocoa trees you know the trees have started getting older there is 
scarcity of technical assistance to help those farmers spend on their land to improve.  
There is scarcity of credited farmers as well.  

More people now live in cities than in rural areas and this trend certainly will 
continue.  The question is do we as a society value agriculture and food enough.  
There has been a race for ever cheaper products at the same time a third of the food 
in industrialised countries is actually thrown away.  At Nestlé we have been very 
close to farmers since the very beginning of our company as an infant nutritional 
company and this proximity to farmers indirectly even led to one of the most 
important innovations which we have made over the past few decades which is 
soluble coffee and maybe I briefly share the story even if it is an old one but it’s not 
well known and has many learnings even for today and for tomorrow.  In fact it was 
in the 1920s and long before globalisation when we built the first factory in Latin 
America which was in Brazil at the time it was a milk powder factory.  The context at 
the time there also was that there were big coffee surpluses the prices had declined 
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then coffee wasn’t (unclear) to the Atlantic because it couldn’t be sold coffee farmers 
went bankrupt and then there was a government official he was actually at the 
operation of our milk powder factory who had this idea.  He said well he would turn 
this highly perishable raw material fresh milk into a stable product milk powder that 
can be stored for even years couldn’t you do something similar with this coffee to 
balance out the high volatility between years of bumper harvests on the one had side 
and then years of low production.  So this story shows that sometimes it can be quite 
useful to listen to government officials even as an inspiration for new business ideas.  
Just to remind you Nestlé was not all in the coffee business at that time but it had 
taken up that idea and after a few years of research and development then clearly it 
did Nescafé significantly expanded the opportunities to farmers to sell their products 
for instant consumption. 

It also shows why the food industry is so necessary in particular the age of 
urbanisation mainly to bridge the gap between the rural and the urban areas you 
need efficient supply chains, you need processing that puts certain nutrition value 
and in particular minimises spoilage.   

Now turning to the next point which is traditionally chronolic wisdom and how all that 
fits together.  Traditionally chronolic wisdom suggests that short term shareholder 
value maximisation is the only valid objective for companies.  Milton Friedman 
remarked in 1970 the business of business is business.  Now traditionally and I think 
that’s really the difference business was mainly focused on return on invested capital 
looking at the financial return on invested financial capital.  Today leading capital is 
also looks at the society returns of invested capital.  The questions are for example 
how does a financial investment for example building a factory in Africa as we have 
been scaling up over the last few years enhanced our society value.  There are 
some obvious answers like creating new jobs which can easily be counted and 
calculated but in fact those people for example bringing business principles sound 
business principles, government structures, know how, training, investment, supply 
chains and so on and then the next layer the next dimensional round it was natural 
capital where on the one hand we asked well how does business benefit from natural 
capital from the eco system services such as clean water, fertile land, pollinations 
and so but at the same time also how do we as business impact that natural capital. 

Now at Nestlé we have framed all these trends together and if you want to be in the 
business for the long term and if it’s part of sustainability that is how we define 
sustainability that long term orientation the seeming conflict between shareholders 
and stakeholders eventually fade away.  In fact the longer term your horizon is the 
more interests of financial capitalists and society capitalists converge.  No business 
can fly the long (unclear) society and no business can fly for another 150 years in a 
degraded environment.  At Nestlé we call this integrated view looking beyond just 
financial returns creating share value which is based on the seminal work by 
Professor Michael Porter and Mark Kramer at Harvard.  We strongly believe that for 
any company to be successful in the long term it must create value certainly for its 
shareholders but at the same time also create value for the communities where it 
operates and for society at large. 

How we in fact interact the society summarised in this pyramid.  The start of this is 
compliance and compliance with laws and regulations it also means compliance with 
internal codes of conduct and such as the UN Global Contract and our own business 
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principles and values.  Having principles and values means not to do everything that 
might be legal extreme tax optimisation is for instance such example which we 
clearly reject.  Another example is our Nestlé environmental requirements which we 
prescribe where we describe in detail the quality for example of air emissions and 
water that we use on the production sites.  These go significantly beyond the legal 
requirement of many countries and sometimes these create interesting discussions 
between the customer and the head office representative and the heads of our local 
operations. I may hear questions like ‘why should I invest in a water treatment plant 
we’re legally not required my competitors are not doing it and even the local 
community where we operate don't even have one’.  Well we asked for it exactly 
because we are part of the Nestlé family and because it creates shared value. 

Often what happens in such cases where we are the first for example to inaugurate 
the industrial water treatment plant in a country or in a region and the first one 
actually we built in Switzerland in 1930 it was the first industrial based water 
treatment plant in the country local government officials would come a while after the 
inauguration to us to visit together with some competitors and tell them look if Nestlé 
can so this we expect it from you as well.  Over time this leads to raising the bar for 
everyone and what may have started as a short term financial burden turns into a 
competitive advantage over time. 

You see with this example also that the borders between compliance and 
sustainability are not necessarily very rigid.  Someone recently actually mentioned 
that today’s sustainability becomes tomorrow’s compliance.  What sets sustainability 
apart in our interpretation is essentially the longer term focus and the consideration 
for future generations with a strong focus on environmental and resource aspects. 

At the top of the pyramid trading shared value has two meanings it is a basic way of 
doing business a guiding principle but any company or organisation can adopt 
trading shared value as a guiding principle and many indeed have done so as an 
increasing popularity of TSV shows yet creating shared value is also a way to focus 
on what matters most in our particular circumstances for our business model and 
priorities.  In this sense the specific application of the traded shared value links is 
new to every individual company and in fact our different business units uses 
different interpretations of our common focus areas at the moment. 

When analysing our capacity to create value we identified three areas where 
shareholder interests and society’s interests intersect most significantly and where 
consequently also value creation can be optimised for value.  We invest therefore 
resources in terms of financial capital and human capital where the potential for this 
joint value creation is greatest and we actively also see collaboration with 
stakeholders in those areas. 

Now when we did this analysis a few years ago we actually concluded that there 
were three areas where our joint value creation was greatest.  One is nutrition 
because obviously food and nutrition are the basics of health in our business the 
reason why we exist, water because the quality and availability of water is critical to 
life in general and also to the production of food and to our operations and to the 
preparation of food by our consumers and lastly rural development because in the 
end the overall wellbeing of farmers of rural communities of suppliers are essential if 
we want to continue to also do business in the future. 
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Let me now just briefly go a little bit deeper in each of these three areas not 
surprisingly obviously for food and beverage companies the most important focus 
area is nutrition.  For many years our corporate strategy has been built and executed 
around these two objectives of developing products that are tastier and healthier and 
like shareholder interest and societal interest the take of taste and health in relation 
to food has mostly been seen in an antagonistic perspective – what is tasty cannot 
be healthy and the other way round.  At Nestlé we often talk about the ambition to be 
an ‘and’ company creating value for shareholder and for societies simultaneously 
offering food and beverages that are tasty and healthy at the same time.  Now this 
kind of squaring of the circle obviously isn’t always easy and we have developed a 
set of rules that help us getting as close as possible.  This process also requires to 
take a long term view and also small enough steps in order not to lose your 
consumers because in the end the healthiest product is of little use both for your 
shareholders and for society at large if consumers stop buying it. 

As the company with the by far broadest product portfolio in the food and beverage 
sector we have decided not to go the easy way and to dispose of product categories 
that may currently not be perceived as healthy.  We are convinced that most 
categories indeed will be able to play a positive role in the future and if they are 
enhanced through science and technology and if accompanied by responsible 
consumer commendation and behaviour. 

One example here is where we have mapped deficiencies in micro nutrients in 
population around the globe in areas like zinc, iron and iodine which are amongst the 
most common ones.  These deficiencies lead to severe illnesses in many parts of the 
world and if in fact slow down the development of higher societies.  The obvious 
intersection between societal and public health interests and our business interests 
is to look for ways to enhance our existing products with exactly those micro 
nutrients. 

Let’s take Nigeria as an example.  In this country alone we sell 80 million bwion 
cubes every single day.  These bwion cubes cooking aids are used to flavour almost 
every meal in almost every house they are very affordable and we therefore 
predestined at an almost ideal carrier for the low cost and affordable nutritional 
supplementation that improves the health of all segments of society in the population 
at the time.  We are still at the beginning of documenting those public health benefits 
with hard scientific data but I think the trend is clear that companies like Nestlé not 
only increasingly contribute to solving public health issues science and technology 
will also increase and help us to identify and quantify with societal return on investor 
capital. 

Another example is the Europe plant proteins the question here is how can we 
improve nutrition without a massive environmental impact and obviously some foods 
require more land more water and produce more greenhouses than others.  We 
have here an example of the water impact of different foods ranging from the highest 
impact which is beef to the lowest impact which is oil crops lentils vegetables and so 
on and just you know by looking them it is clear that if everyone, everyone of the 7 
billion consumers we are currently in the world we consume as much beef as for 
example the US currently does this would require significant additional resources.  
The good news is that not everyone has to consume that much more meat to get all 
the nutrition that is required.  There are many sources of affordable and nutritious 
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plant proteins that can be used to develop great tasting complements to the 
occasional meal.   

Now that brings me to the second focus area which is water, why is water so 
essential for us?  Well certainly not because Nestlé is the largest bottler of drinking 
water providing water in bottles only represents 0.004% of all the companies 
together of the world’s fresh water in bottles.  Although there might be some 
legitimate discussions around competition for water resources in some local areas 
globally speaking the bottled water business certainly is insignificant purely from the 
point of this perspective.  Our food factories in fact use more water than our bottling 
activities essentially for things like cleaning, cooking and cooling.  Most of this water 
in our operations is returned back to nature either as processed water or through 
evaporation.  We have reduced the amount of water we use in our facilities in the 
past decade from around 80 litres per kilogram of product manufactured to less than 
3 litres per kilogram today and while our business has grown by 73% in volume 
terms over those past ten years this dramatically increased water efficiency 
translates into an absolute reduction of water withdrawals including our bottling 
activities by 28% during the same period.  We continue to use water in our 
operations even further and one example is our milk factories as I now you already 
know milk powder is one of our most important categories the industrial process 
there is quite simple we buy fresh milk from farmers then separate the milk solids 
from water using various technologies such as condensation, evaporating (unclear) 
and while in the past most of this what we call cow’s water ended up as processed 
water in our treatment facilities we now employ increasingly sophisticated technology 
like reverse osmosis and (unclear) to reduce fresh water intake.  Ultimately we aim 
to completely replace fresh water intake in those milk powder factories that are 
located in areas of high water (unclear) and water scarcity but even our total water 
use would by far not justify making water our number one environmental 
sustainability priority.  The real impact and real concern comes from farming. 
Irrigated farming represented approximately 70% of global fresh water resource and 
as we purchase roughly 1% of the world’s traded farming output the indirect water 
used that is represented through our products is several hundred times bigger than 
our direct water used in our factories.  On an aggregate level globally the world 
already uses 10% more water than what is naturally replenished and significantly 
more than those 10% over in many of today’s bread and rice baskets. According to 
the World Bank’s water resources group the shortfall between sustainable supply 
and demand we go to 40% within the next 20 years unless urgent measures are 
taken. 

However unsustainable water used is still not high enough on the public agenda for 
many users one of them being that is mostly invisible.  The invisible part lies in our 
(unclear) by more than 90% but most of the over graft comes from invisible 
underground water resource.  From water that has in fact been deposited 
underground in previous ice ages and like fossil fuels once this fossil fresh water has 
been pumped up it will be gone forever.  Similar to fossil fuels which end up as 
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and also the oceans fossil fresh water eventually 
ends up as salt water in the oceans too.  Much of the agricultural productivity gains 
which we can see in the second half of the twentieth century in the green revolution 
was due to irrigation.  If this irrigation water now becomes depleted or severely 
polluted we may see serious impacts on (unclear) by the former director of 
international water management institute.  Water is therefore a perfect example for 
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the convergence of societal interest and also our corporate interest no water means 
no food which basically means no Nestlé.  That is also that is one of the key reasons 
why the chairman Peter Brabeck has dedicated a large part of his time already over 
the past ten years to raising awareness about the global water crisis and also now as 
chairman of the World Bank’s water research group to promote practical solutions for 
tackling the complex water issues. 

In our own supply chain we are promoting more sustainable water use in many ways 
most directly through our network of more than 1,000 agronomists who are assisted 
by about 17,000 agricultural support staff and that brings me now to our third and 
final focus area within our shared value framework rural development.  Historically as 
you have seen we have been close to supply chains as most of our factories were at 
least originally built in rural areas close to the perishable agricultural raw materials 
that we make available as convenient products to consumers in urban centres.  
Through this presence we have developed close relationships with some 670,000 
farmers directly and up to 20 million farmers through our extended supply chains. 

Part of our business model especially in milk is around creating milk districts which is 
based on what already existed in the 19th century in our home country Switzerland.  
Now there was a certain trend towards commoditising raw materials during the 
earlier days of globalisation but this pendulum is now swinging back because people 
realise that if you want to differentiate your products you have to know your 
ingredients to make sure that you get the best quality needed and also in the 
quantity you need it.  Traditionally our agricultural services focused predominantly on 
quality because obviously higher quality raw materials make it easier to make high 
quality products in our factories and increasingly now the focus is also expanding to 
making sure we get the right quantities and in particular in helping farmers farming in 
a more sustainable way. 

At the average the age of farmers is steadily increasing in most parts of the world 
farming not being seen as an attractive occupation for the younger generations we 
must therefore make farming more interesting more profitable and if we want to 
supply an increase and increasing the affluent and demanding global population with 
high quality food and beverages. 

For those farmers who stay on their land often they switch to crops that are more 
profitable in the short term for example switching from cocoa farming to palm oil as 
you can see here was some of the financial of those product categories.  Now as we 
are by the most diversified food company buying almost every kind of agricultural 
product we don't have an interest in playing one part of agriculture against another.  
Our goal is that all raw materials can be produced in the way that provides a decent 
living for the farmers. 

As I mentioned every business category has its own dedicated and tail off made way 
towards greater traded shared value.  For example the cornerstones of the Nestlé 
cocoa farm and also the Nescafé plant are to provide better plant’s better crops 
which we offer to farmers to replace their aging poor yielding plantations.  The 
challenge however is enormous.  In West Africa alone about one billion cocoa trees 
need to be replaced within the next ten years. We have provided more than one 
million trees last year alone which was a major undertaking given the logistical 
challenges involved in some of those countries and we are definitely committed to 
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further scaling up our programme and obviously some of our competitors are doing 
their part too which is great because it requires a major scaling up of efforts by 
everyone to help farmers getting better yields getting better incomes in a more 
sustainable way. 

The key part of our rural development focus is our response to the resourcing 
programme where we are aligning our triple bottom line objectives with those society 
trends like resource scarcity by also must stronger civil society engagement with the 
social media today arising consumer awareness and last but not least also 
increasing regulations in other parts of standards. 

Responsible sourcing is at the very start of the value chain with the ultimate goal to 
rely on our consumers.  Approximately 15% of those raw materials which we 
purchase are then through the Nestlé sustainable agricultural initiative and through a 
programme that is called Farmer Connect where we engage directly with these over 
670,000 farmers with this agronomists and supply chain support staff I mentioned 
mainly around resources like coffee, cocoa, milk, fruits and vegetables.  Beyond 
Farmer Connect we then establish increasingly closer links with our direct key one 
suppliers.  All of these suppliers are contractedly bound by the Nestlé supplier code 
and we have audited more than 3,000 by the end of 2012 and in addition to that we 
started a traceability programme in 2010 focusing on about 12 high priority 
categories to get full traceability back to the farm level.  These categories are also 
then supported with very specific guidelines so that are specific to the individual 
materials.   

After this overview of our three focus areas let’s now take a slightly different 
perspective and look at our activities through the lens of what are the motivations, 
what are the reasons the drivers for our environmental and sustainability 
improvements?  And we’ve come up with three complementary drivers.  Number one 
compliance which is what we have to do simply to be in business today basically we 
didn’t have any choice whether these are imposed by law or even more importantly 
these are self imposed by our own values within Nestlé Corporate Business 
Principles.  The second part competitive advantage is what we should be doing 
because it makes business sense today the famous business (unclear) sustainability 
or competitive (unclear) at the moment but also bear in mind the longer term view 
which is essentially what we must do if we still want to have the success in our 
business in 150 years from now. 

Now focusing on the business case traditionally we have been concentrating mostly 
on cost savings from operations because this can be quite accurately quantified and 
very often now there is pay back if you save greenhouse gases and these are 
achieved by (unclear) waste system that is good for shareholders and that’s good for 
the environment at the same time so the various programmes LEAN, War on Waste 
and so on.  Increasingly there is also now an awareness that we can use the 
environmental and social society benefits related to our products to offer the peace 
of mind as an additional benefit to consumers that drives platforms for our products.  
In this sense likes of our consumers which products that are better for the 
environment and for society also becomes a competitive advantage.  Now these two 
inner circles compliance and the business gains are not primarily modulated by 
sustainability by long terms considerations but they obviously contribute to 
sustainability whereas that third and outer circle there is modulated essentially by the 
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desire to continue our business over the long term by sustainability not 
compromising the likelihood of future generations. 

A critical question now for any company and for society as a whole to ask is if we do 
everything to be compliant and if we do everything that gives us a tangible 
competitive advantage for our business case in the short to medium term is there still 
a sustainability gap left and if so how do we quantify that and how do we measure 
whether our activities are sustainable given that broader framework I discussed at 
the beginning of (unclear) resources and for our resource constraints as a 
consequence and given that how do we know whether we do carry our fair share as 
part of wider society.  Now one way of looking at that is to look at this graph that has 
been drawn up a few years ago by Price Waterhouse Coopers where they calculated 
the required efficiency gains year after year to get to a situation by 2050 where 
greenhouse gas emissions are limited to a level that make the climate change still 
halfway manageable and when they did that first in the year 2000 they came up with 
a figure of 3.7% improvement per year, year after year.   In their latest publication 
just recently they now assess the actual performance of the past few years and 
realised well the actual performance was on 0.8% a significant shortfall which means 
that if we want to make up for the last decade in a way we have now year after year 
for the next 37 years to improve on average as a world society a global society by 
5.1%.  Now how are we doing against that?  Well one way of looking at that is to look 
at our resource consumption we’ve got figures spanning more than half decade that 
are reasonably reliable and for the last ten years that have shown that we have 
increased our production volume and that’s now in tonnage rather than financial 
methods and taking the exchange rate volatilities out from the equation there 73% 
more goods produced physically while at the same time we have reduced 
greenhouse gas emissions in our factories by 17% and that translates roughly into 
an improvement of carbon intensity of about 5%.  So it seems we are doing or we 
have been doing reasonably well the challenge of reducing and maintaining this 
improvement also for the next few decades and don't just take my word for this as 
this has also been externally recognised the graph here from the latest carbon 
disclosure project ranking where we are the joint number one together with Bayer the 
healthcare company and according to the Writers’ Report CDP is the most credible 
of these various writing initiatives. 

Now these figures I’ve showed you here only take account of our direct business 
impact on manufacturing but factories are only one aspect which are the most 
directly controllable by any company but we need to look beyond we need to look at 
the entire life cycle of our products and we’ve done several hundreds of these over 
the last few years.  Let me just show you a very high level one example Nescafé.  
While we made significant improvement on the manufacturing side which is 
represented in blue here and also in packaging optimisation principally using refill 
packs for example we realised a few years ago that the major impact in this 
particular category is at the consumer side.  The initial reaction was well we can’t 
really do too much about that but however we realised soon that most consumers 
boil more water than what is needed and if you know that every single second 5,000 
cups of Nescafé are being prepared and drunk every second well we did the 
calculation that if everyone boils only twice amount of water which is probably a 
conservative estimate this is more than any of our 27 Nescafé factories consume.  
So with simple improvements like this eco kettle that has been launched by a 
company in the UK everyone can make with a little gesture their contribution and 
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5,000 Nescafés or cups of tea whatever you want in addition to the cups of Nescafé 
every second makes a huge contribution to resource efficiency. 

Even more interesting I think is if you compare soluble coffees with other ways of 
preparing coffee for example the traditional old fashioned filter coffee.  Obviously our 
industrial coffee machines as we would expect are much more sophisticated and 
much more efficient than just letting water percolate through a filter.  It’s a classic 
example of economies and efficiencies of scaling and hence also a good example of 
creating shared value.  Nescafé obviously is a product with good profitability which is 
based on R&D driven technological and efficiency advantages and at the same time 
since resources which is obviously good for the environment. You can see here at 
the bottom I am just trying to use this pointer here on the left hand side here it’s 
traditional filter coffee and the CO2 impact on the right hand side here and that’s 
Nescafé impact and the same goes for water consumption and biodiversity. 

Which gets me to waste and resource efficiency in general which is really becoming 
a major theme along the value chain far too much food is being wasted either by 
consumers because despite recent food price increases in many parts of the 
population today there is a much smaller percentage of income spend on income 
than ever before and with the limited resources the world has available I don't 
believe that this trend to ever cheaper food can continue especially when at the 
same time we know that up to a third of the food that’s actually purchased and that 
comes into consumer hands is finally not eaten. 

So the food cycle has a central role to play to optimise efficiencies all along the value 
chain and in this context obviously Nestlé and Nescafé as the eco kettle has shown 
sustainability cannot be managed in isolation by companies alone.  To create truly 
shared value all stakeholders have to play their part we are therefore engaging 
increase in consumers through a variety of means and on a very broad range of 
topics we call this approach (unclear) and healthier about our products directly as 
well as on the right hand side here and so much more. 

Being a decentralised company with multiple products we have deliberately decided 
to leave a large degree of freedom to our different categories.  The Nescafé plant for 
example focuses on the quality of the cup but also on the quality beyond the cup 
which starts with responsible farming addresses responsible production and 
engages with consumers also on responsible consumption as I have referred in 
some of the examples the Nespresso case which is one of our other major coffee 
brands the origin of the premium coffee is even more important and in this particular 
case obvious focus areas include also recycling of the capsules and if you sign off 
the coffee machines.  The common umbrella throughout our Nespresso value chain 
is eco collaboration. 

As mentioned our activities around chocolate are supported by the Nestlé cocoa plan 
again focusing very much on sourcing and providing assistance to farmers.  You can 
read more on details on our respective websites but in addition to the websites and 
the limited space that is available on that information we increasingly use social 
media and in particular smart phone applications.  More and more of our products 
will contain a quick reference our QR codes which can be easily scanned and which 
links to a wealth of nutritional and environmental and societal information. 
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For example with milk powder here we can learn about the product life cycle about 
our improvements.  For example how it has been produced in 14,000 certified 
factories by the way all of the Nestlé factories are certified to environmental and 
safety and health standards but also that one kilo of this product generates 
greenhouse gases equivalent to driving 1.6 kilometres (unclear) and requires 31 
litres of water. 

Creating complete transparency is key for us to enable informed consumer choice.  It 
is very important for us however that we avoid the pitfalls of brainwashing.  All the 
information we provide is guided by the principle that it has to be scientifically sound 
and it must not be misleading or misrepresenting the facts. 

And obviously all of that happens in the complex eco system of partners and 
stakeholders who constantly challenge us and help us to get even better in the future 
and in this spirit I am now looking forward to your comments and questions and just 
before handing back that you Elise and Vanessa let me just summarise our 
sustainability and shared value approach with integral and the sociable part of our 
strategy our aim is to supply our consumers with products that are not only tastier 
and healthier but they also create value for society at large through many different 
facets and at the same time preserve natural resources also for future generations.  
That is what we mean by good food and good life. 

So many thanks for your interest for listening in and I now hand back to Elise thank 
you. 

Thank you very much Claus that was really, really interesting and triggered a lot of questions 

so I will read them now then I don't know if we will have the time to respond to all of them 

but we will take them one by one. 

One question from Gavin Milligan – are investors monitoring your willingness to accept long 

term returns and how is this changing all the time? 

Right yeah that’s am I on again now yes I think yeah that’s a really interesting one 
and that’s also why I had at the beginning deliberately mentioned our Articles of 
Association.  I was very consciously a few years ago we included the goal of long 
term sustainable value creation in our business purpose and when our CEO and 
Chief Financial Officer meet the financial communities and obviously sometimes are 
being pressured to increase share value in the short term.  For example back in the 
1990s it had been very fashionable for many European companies to get listed on 
the New York Stock Exchange in order to make their shares more tradable and to 
increase basically the demand for those European shares.  The negative side was 
that we then had to be part of that dictate that tyranny almost of quarterly financial 
information and reporting which already there in the 1990s Nestlé had taken a very 
clear stand and said no we are not doing that which probably priced our share value 
for a number of years but because I think over the last ten years also our share 
development has shown very, very nicely that some of those companies who took a 
very short term investor or overly investor oriented point of view well their share 
value hasn’t really done as well as ours and so very often our CEO and CFO when 
they are confronted with this they take out the Articles of Association read them out 
to the investors and tell them look if you want to speculate if you want to gamble then 
go and purchase other shares other companies we don't even want you as an 
investor we want to have investors that understand our business model and that are 
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in it for the long term.  So yes it’s not always easy and it takes quite some guts and 
also some historic momentum to be able to do that so I wouldn’t recommend it to 
every company but that is definitely our experience. 

Thank you Claus another question from Hans Czech the coffee example sounds nice but why 

is Nestlé selling Nespresso coffee powder in a (unclear) proportion producing a lot of high 

value trash? 

Sorry yes yeah the coffee example sounds nice but why is Nespresso right yes.  
Interestingly enough and obviously to keep things short I only showed a very 
simplified version of the life cycle assessment where I was only showing the Nescafé 
and the other example was a comparison to traditional ground coffee and Nespresso 
is also a ground coffee but interestingly enough if you do a comparison between 
Nespresso and traditional filter coffee despite the additional environmental impact 
that which undeniably these cans have due to the higher efficiency of the whole 
system around the machine that comes with a 19 bar pump and where all this 
integrated system of capsule and dedicated coffee machines the extraction is 
optimised that not only do you get more goodness out of the coffee so you can do 
more with less at the same time you also get a much greater tasting product which 
again I think is a classic example for the creation of value because again the product 
is better and we do an independent and it is independently ISO verified third party 
assessed life cycle assessment which we have there and which we can make 
available can actually make available on our website for those people who have a 
specific interest in the detailed assumptions here.  The bottom line is that even 
obviously also given the fact that the capsules are recycled to a large degree and 
which we are doing very much in most countries and recycling of these aluminium 
capsules in other parts of the world it is actually even Nespresso despite the 
capsules has a lower overall environmental impact than traditional filter coffee and 
that came as a big surprise to us when we did that LCA or commissioned that LCA 
independent organisation a few years ago. 

Okay thank you and if I can just remind the audience to try to ask your question using the 

Q&A box instead of the CHAT box that would be great.  Another question from Angela 

Corridor why do you think the corporate world hasn’t fully embraced the concept of the 

shared value and what do you think they require to make it part of their business strategy? 

Well that’s obviously difficult for me to address because we have very much not only 
embraced the concept in fact it was even our chairman a few years ago at the 
(unclear) World Economy Forum that starts again in a couple of week’s time where 
in fact some people were going round and said well we have to give back to society 
and to do more corporate social responsibility and our chairman at the time 
deliberately obviously a bit provocatively said well I don't actually think we need to 
give back to society because we haven’t really taken anything away from them in the 
first place because they way we run our business and have been running it long 
before we called it creative shared value it was just then an academic sort of 
framework that happened to be developed by Michael (unclear) but we’ve basically 
been doing business like that for many, many decades that by the way we do 
business value is created not only for shareholders and but also for the stakeholders 
in society at large and what I believe that still happens too much in some companies 
may be is to say well we focus on making as much money as we can and then in 
good years when the profits are good we are giving some of that away in a charitable 
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way as corporate responsibility and I think that’s really the difference of between 
created shared value and corporate social responsibility that we integrate it into your 
business strategy and obviously hope that by sharing some of our examples and our 
approaches in events like this one so we may be can inspire some other companies 
and institutions to reflect on that. 

Great thank you and on that note there is a question about this link between joint benefits for 

Nestlé and for society as a whole.  So how does Nestlé measure the shared value for the 

company for society? 

Right well that’s actually quite a tricky one and that’s one which I as I said before I 
still at the beginning that we were working together with some consultancies and 
some academics to measure that but it’s obviously not always that easy especially in 
the social area where I think it takes time.  May be one area where we have many, 
many years already of experience it’s more in the nutritional side there was an 
experimentation that was set up in France that Nestlé was one of several 
contributors and participant to where villages neighbouring villages close by were 
studied over time in terms of childhood obesity and childhood nutritional status 
where the children living in one part were very much sort of exposed to nutrition 
information and we had the other one that you basically trust your typical control 
group and it was clearly demonstrated over time that the one group that was more 
exposed to reflecting more about nutrition and to eating more consciously that’s why 
something which I haven’t really mentioned but to give another example on the 
nutritional side where we are not sponsoring now in terms of marketing terms 
educational campaigns that’s where ((unclear)) but we are using our nutritional 
knowledge together with government bodies with this independent and international 
organisations to make more of that nutrition knowledge available.  You can’t really do 
even control groups like that over time because at the same time you also want the 
maximum of consumers to benefit from that.  So it’s an interesting topic which will 
I’ve got a specific project on that this year which will probably (unclear) and I will 
probably do another webinar once we have learned a bit more about that aspect too. 

Yes that will be really interesting because I think we all understand it’s a difficult point to 

measure of course.  Another question and maybe a challenging one but I think it’s worth 

asking.  Karen Wilhemina Nestlé is a big company and uses a huge amount of agricultural 

materials for mass consumption and profits so how can mass consumption, sustainability and 

social wellbeing be on the same table?  How do you think of reducing I mean talking about 

the consumption have you done anything to reduce consumption is that something that you 

are discussing how do you address the different sometimes very opposite concepts together? 

Yeah right yeah that’s a very, very relevant question indeed and being in the food 
business it is probably much needed to address yet and to comment on that than it 
would be in some kind of other consumer gadget business where you truly cannot 
yourself do you really always need the very latest version of the whatever gadget 
you may have.  Now with all the extraction material and (unclear) that comes with 
that.  Now food is slightly different because obviously everyone needs food everyone 
needs to have their 2000 roughly calories per day and the question is how do we do 
that in the most sustainable way and the most nutritious way.  Now having said that 
even the food industry has its own challenges and the beast we are and over eating 
is part of that and why in the past package sizes so there will be some marketing 
incentives to encourage people to buy more of our products we have significantly 
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evolved our strategy over the past few years in this area and we have limited 
portions in some of these.  We have smaller portion sizes which is very relevant now 
in food waste where people buy larger quantities then they don’t eat everything and 
the rest is thrown away and so on.  So portion size portion control is a very, very 
important part and we definitely do not want to grow our business through volume 
and through just selling more stuff but our strategy has been the most resource and 
development and innovation accompanied in the food sector clearly we want to be 
doing it through innovation through technology through adding value.  In particular 
there is one new business area where we are just starting to invest in and it will be 
many, many years until we see a significant benefit here which again is another area 
of long term perspective where we want to tailor our foods to very specific nutrition 
and health needs of certain populations to prevent the offset of certain diseases and 
in the long term even to cure some disease because we also the whole healthcare 
system is not sustainable and through a healthier diet you can probably contribute 
very significantly by adding value to food then you end up paying less for 
pharmaceuticals and healthcare companies. 

Thank you thank you very much Claus for all these useful responses.  There are other 

questions but unfortunately I am just aware of time and I think we should close here.  If there 

are burning questions I am very happy to forward them to Claus so you can send it to my 

email at the end of this presentation but yeah really thank you Claus it was a great 

presentation it was really useful and of course if you have additional information to share in 

a few months about your research that will be great and we would be happy to share that. 

Just a few notes there was a question about the slides so the slides will be shared on 2 

Degrees website and also the WWF website after this session and there was a question about 

our work WWF work with Nestlé so I will also upload some information about our 

collaboration with Nestlé on our website so you have the information. 

A couple of information about what is next so the next One Planet Webinar will take place on 

12 February at the same time so 12.30 European time.  We will have the great pleasure to 

welcome (unclear) who is the CEO of (unclear) and he will tell us more about the new 

electricity strategy of (unclear) which goes beyond neutrality and from the business 

(unclear).  So I very much look forward to seeing you again a month from now and I hand 

over back to Vanessa if there is anything additional you want to say. 

Yes thank you so I guess this is pretty much a wrap our right now I would like to thank both 

Elise and Claus for joining us today thank you very much for the presentation Claus and Elise 

for moderating and managing today.  For all the attendees out there 

End of presentation. 


